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” $1/a2+1$ EXT-2) (1)







EXT-6) $1$ ) $\sim 3)$
121
2:





















$a=1, b=2, A=(\begin{array}{ll}a bc d\end{array})$$c=3, d=4$
$(\begin{array}{ll}a bc d\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}xy\end{array})=(\begin{array}{l}ax+bycx+dy\end{array})$
2.3.3
1) $\langle$ :LaTe$X$[3],Math$ML$[5] ) ,
2) GUI ( : [6] ) ,






( 3 ) $1O$
(MathTOUCH) Microsoft ( ) Word for Mac2011 ver.14.1.1 [6]
( )
2














































$<$ :: $=$ $|$ $|$
$>$ $\searrow$
$\varphi$







$+$ - $\{+,-, \pm\}$
xy% $\otimes$







$::=$ $|$ $|$ $|$ $|$ $|$ $|<ffi=>$ ;
$::=$ $|$ ( ) $|$ ( ) $|\sqrt{<\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} RR>}|$
$<4\hslash i>|$ 4 $>$ $|z<\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\equiv_{>}^{>}$;
$;:=$ $|$ $|$ $\otimes$ ;
$::=$ ( );
$;;=$ $|$ $\otimes$ $|$ $\otimes$ ;
$::=$ $\pm$ $|\pm$
$\rangle$
$::=$ $|$ $\otimes<$ ;
$::=$ $\pm$ $|$ $\otimes$ $|$ $\otimes$ ;
$::=$ $|$ $|$ $|$ $|$ $\oplus$ $|$ $\oplus$ ;
$::=$ $|$ ( );
$::=$ $|$ ( );













3 $\oplus;=+,$ $-,$ $\pm,$ $\mp$ 2
reform 3
$<$ $\otimes$ $<$ $\oplus$ $<$ $<$ $<$
127
( 1) Rl
$(<$ $>\otimes$ $>$ $)<$ $arrow$
$<$
9: 1 10: 2
( 3) $R_{3}$ $\oplus;=+,-,f,\ddagger$
$<$l$\alpha$a$>\oplus<$ ra$>arrow rebm(<*r\neq>\infty^{\wedge}1\propto\#>)\circ<$
$\underline{|\sim}_{--}arrow$
$|<{\}\propto\#ae<\infty>|$ –4$\grave{}$ – – r $\iota$ $\grave{}$ $fb\overline{u}r$
11: 3
$N$ : $=$TypeNumberOf $(\varphi)$ $\{R_{N}\}$
[
Procedure name: reform
Input: MathTOUCH $ex:=\varphi(arg_{1}, \cdots arg_{n}),$ $n\leq 3$
Output: $ex$ $\underline{ex}$, $\Re ROR$
– Start of reform –
Stepl) If Ord $(ex)>0$ retum $ex$ ;
Step2) $f$ or $(i\cdot 1:i<-n;i++)$ if $((arg_{i}:-refom(arg_{i}))-\Re R0R)$ return ERROR;
Step3) If $(0rd(op(arg_{1}, \cdots arg_{n}))>0)$ return $op(arg_{1}, \cdots arg_{n})$ ;
Step4) $N$ : $sTypeNumber0f$ (op) ;
If $(Ord(R_{N}(op(arg_{1}, \cdots arg_{n})))>0)$ return $R_{N}(\varphi(arg_{1}, \cdots arg_{n}))$ ;
Step5) return ERROR;
– End of reform –
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$ex:=op(arg_{1}, \cdots arg_{n}),$ $n\leq 3$ $ex$
$op$ 2
$arg_{n}$ Ord $(ex)$ $ex$ 3
Step2)
$\varphi$ argi reform Step4) $N$ $op$
$R_{N}$ $op(arg_{1}, \cdots arg_{n})$
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